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Pictured: three stacks of processed paper forms from three graduation analysts. By replacing our
paper forms with Dynamic Forms, the College of Graduate Studies is going green while increasing
our accountability and efficiency.

You're Invited: Virtual Workshop Sessions
The second summer 2019 virtual workshop wrapped up this week with two sessions
on CGS Dynamic Forms. You can click here to view the CGS Dynamic Forms
slideshow. The Askgrad slideshow from the previous week's session is also
available at that link.
Next week's sessions are about DegreeWorks. Graduate faculty and staff are
invited to attend sessions on June 11 at 2:30 pm or June 12, 2019, at 10:00
am. Click on the following links to access the Zoom rooms, or you can read more
about the sessions on this website.

Tuesday, June 11 Session

Wednesday, June 12 Session

New Dynamic Forms




The pilot test for the Advising Form is looking for more programs! Does your
Degree Plan need to be updated? Use this opportunity to switch to the
Advising Form instead. It works in conjunction with DegreeWorks to replace
the old Degree Plan model and is more efficient. Email
Melissa.Houghton@mtsu.edu if you are interested in switching.
Students may now submit residency documents using the EVEA Form. This
form can be found in the Forms for New Applicants section of the Forms
page. CGS is no longer accepting residency documents on the Admissions
Materials Upload link now that the EVEA Form is live.

Reminders



If you have outstanding catalog folders, please submit them to the College
of Graduate Studies immediately.
The askgrad@mtsu.edu email address cannot accept attachments.

Questions, comments or concerns? Send them to askgrad@mtsu.edu.
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